Locals combine skills in safely renewing another architectural gem

Like many such structures around the nation, the Bradford County Courthouse in Towanda, Pennsylvania, features a tall dome of great beauty—and visible age. To restore it, sheet metal workers from SM Local 112 (Elmira, NY) joined members from SM Local 44 (Northeastern PA) to bring the project in on time, under budget—and without injury.

Contractor Charles F. Evans Co. was established in 1945, and the firm and has a reputation for high quality and complete safety. This project is the latest in a long line of SMART architectural work that exemplifies our members’ high standards of performance and craft.

Architectural and roofing work is measured by OSHA as the fourth most dangerous profession in the United States. Even so, SMART crews working for Charles F. Evans Co. recorded zero recordable injuries or workers’ compensation claims in 2016.